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Abstract

This study is a preliminary analysis of the effectiveness (in terms of altimeter

calibration accuracy) of various ionosphere models and the Global Positioning System
(GPS) to calibrate single fi-equency altimeter height measurements for ionospheric path
delay. In particular, the research focused on ingesting GPS Total Electron Content
(TEC) data into the physical Parameterized Real-Tune Ionospheric Specification Model
(PRISM), which estimates the composition of the ionosphere using independent
empirical and physical models and has the capability of adjusting to additional
ionospheric measurements. Two types of GPS data were used to adjust the PRISM
model: GPS receiver station data mapped from line-of-sight observations to the vertical

at the point of interest, and a grid map (generated at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory) of
GPS derived TEC in a sun-fixed longitude flame. The adjusted PRISM TEC values, as

weft as predictions by the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI-90), a climatological
(monthly mean) model of the ionosphere, were compared to TOPEX dual-frequency
TEC measurements (considered as wath) for a number of TOPEX sub-satellite tracks.
For a 13.6 Gt-Iz altimeter, a Total Electron Content (TEL-') of I TECU (1016

electrons/meter") corresponds to approximately 0.218 centimeters of range delay. A
maximum expected TEC (at solar maximum or during solar storms) of 10I_
electrons/meter _ will create 22 centimeters of range delay. Compared with the TOPE,"(

data. the PRISM predictions were generally accurate within the TECU when the sub-
satellite track of interest passed within 300 to 400 kin of the GPS TEC data or when the
track passed through a night-time ionosphere. If neither was the case, in particular if
the track passed through a local noon ionosphere, the PRISM values differed by more
than 10 TECU and by as much as 40 TECU. The lRI-90 model, with no current ability

to ingest GPS data. predicted TEC to a slightly higher error of 12 TECU.
The performance of PRISM is very promising for predicting TEC and will

prove useful for calibrating single frequency altimeter height measurements for
ionospheric path delay. When adjusted to the GPS line-of-sight data, the PRISM URSI
empirical model predicted TEC over a day's period to within a global error of 8.60
TECU rms during a nighttime ionosphere and 9.74 TECU rms during the day. When
adjusted to the GPS derived TEC grid. the PRISM parameterized model predicted TEC
to within an error of 8.47 TECU rms for a nighttime ionosphere and 12.83 TECU rms
during the day. However, the grid cannot be considered globally due to the lack of
sufficient numbers of GPS stations and large latitude gaps in GPS data. It is the opinion

of the authors that using the PRISM model and adjusting to the global sun-fixed TEC
grid regenerated with a localized weighted interpolation offers the best possibility of
meeting the 10 TECU global rms (or 2 cm at 13.6 GHz) ionosphere range correction
accuracy requirement of TOPEX/Poseidon and should be the subject of further study.
However. it is clear that the anticipated requirement of 3--4 TECU global rms for

TOPEX/Poseidon Follow-On (corresponding to the TOPEX/Poseidon performance) can
not be met with any realizable combination of existing models and data assimilation
schemes.





Introduction

Background

Satellite altimetry has become a very powerful tool for the study of ocean

circulation and variability, and it may provide the best chance of understanding the

important issues related to climate and global change. Sea surface height measurements

are computed by combining the radar altimeter measurement with knowledge of the orbit

height of the satellite. Thus, any errors in the altimeter and__orbit height measurements

map directly into the sea surface height observables and reduce the ability to separate the

desired ocean signal from the data. One of the many error sources in the altimeter process

is the delay in the altimeter measurement caused by the charged particles in the Earth's

ionosphere. For a 13.6 GHz altimeter, a Total Electron Content (TEC) of 1 TECU (1016

electrons/meter 2) corresponds to approximately 0.218 centimeters of range delay. A

maximum expected TEC (at solar maximum or during solar storms) of 10 _8

electrons/meter 2 will create 22 centimeters of range delay. Since some ocean signals have

centimeter level magnitudes, it is necessary to calibrate the ionosphere delay in the

altimeter height measurements, ff the radar altimeter uansmits at two frequencies, a

method involving a linear combination of the two signals (good to first order) can calibrate

the delay to a sufficient level. However, use of a dual frequency altimeter increases the

satellite cost, weight, and power consumption for altimetric missions. Several future

missions, including the Navy's Geosat Follow-On (GFO) and NASA's TOPEX/Poseidon

Follow-On (TPFO), are using or are considering using single frequency radar altimeters

due to these constraints. Thus, a calibration of the ionosphere delay for altimeter height

measurements to allow use of a single frequency altimeter is a subject of considerable

interest.

This study was undertaken to investigate techniques with the potential of supplying

a measure of the sub-satellite TEC at an accuracy requirement of 10 TECU (2.2 cm of

range correction) for the purpose of correcting altimeter height measurements. This error

limit is based on the accuracy requirement of the TOPEX/Poseidon mission, which is also

the requirement imposed on GFO. TPFO, on the other hand, will have a requirement of

2.5 to 4 TECU (0.5 to 0.8 cm) based on the proven performance of the TOPEX/Poseidon

mission (Calahan, 1994). Additionally, the 10 TECU accuracy for GFO needs only to be

met in a global root mean square (rms) sense, while TPFO, in general, requires an

instantaneous accuracy of less than 4 TECU over the ocean at all times.

Since climatological (monthly mean) models are known to be in error by as much

as 50%, this work has primarily focused on the Parameterized Real-Time Ionospheric

Specification Model (PRISM) which has the capability to improve TEC model accuracy

by ingesting (adjusting to) in situ ionospheric measurements. The Global Positioning

System transmits dual frequency L band signals that can be used to generate line-of-sight

TEC measurements. For input into PRISM, these line-of-sight measurements must be

mapped to the vertical direction. These line-of-sight measurements can also be processed

to give global maps of vertical TEC in a sun-fixed frame (Mannucci, et al., 1993) that can

also be ingested into PRISM. Thus two types of GPS data were used to adjust the

PRISM model: GPS receiver station data mapped from line-of-sight observations to the



verticalat the intersectionof theline-of-sightwith theheightof theionosphereshellmodel
at 350 km altitude,anda grid map (generatedat theJet PropulsionLaboratory)of GPS
derivedTEC data in a sun-fLxedlongitudeframe(Mannucci,et al., 1993). The current
InternationalGPS(IGS) trackingnetworkconsistsof over 40 globallydistributedstations
and thus providesan unprecedentedglobal dataset of ionosphericTEC data ideal for
adjustingthe PRISM model to improvesub-satelliteTEC prediction (Melbourne,et aI.,
1991). Complementarywork is beingconductedat theScienceApplicationsInternational
Corporation(SAIC) using ionosondedata to adjust the PRISM model. Work is also
underway at Hughes, STX, to modify the International Reference Ionosphere
climatologicalmodelto allow it to ingestTEC data.

Objectives

Because GPS is the only measurement system to offer a global data set of the

ionosphere, this research has focused on evaluating the PRISM model, using global GPS

TEC data as input, by comparing PRISM TEC predictions to TOPEX/Poseidon dual-

frequency measurements of TEC (considered as truth). Additionally, for comparison,

GPS derived TEC grids in a sun-fixed longitude frame and the climatological based

International Reference Ionosphere (IRI-90) were investigated as independent TEC

predictors. Thus, the primary objectives were to:

1. determine if adjusting the PRISM model with global GPS TEC (both the

mapped vertical TEC and the TEC grid map) data results in sub-satellite TEC

predictions that are accurate to within an rms error of 10 TECU, and, if the

method cannot supply the required accuracy, to determine the reason;

2. investigate other techniques and data sets that could be used to improve the

PRISM model prediction; and

3. evaluate and compare to other models and methods for predicting TEC,

namely, the IRI-90 and the sun-fixed TEC grid maps.

The Ionosphere

The ionosphere extends from about 60 km to between 500 and 2000 km above the

surface of the Earth. It is composed of gas or plasma partially ionized by solar radiation

and containing free electrons and positive ions such as to be electrically neutral. The

ionosphere is generally divided into several layers, or regions, based on electron densities.

Electron density influences electromagnetic wave propagation, in a frequency range of 100

MHz to 10 GHz, through free electron collision, electrical current flow, and reflection.

From lowest in altitude to highest, the layers are the D region, which causes transmission

attenuation, the E region, which primarily causes scatter and interference, and the F l and

Fz regions, which causes scintillation. The D, F I and F 2 layers vary with the solar cycle

while the E layer varies with the l l-year sunspot cycle. The effect of each electron
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densityregion, exceptfor the F2 layer, essentiallydisappearsat night when ionization
occursmuchlessfreqtiently. Representativeplots of electrondensityversusaltitudeare
givenin figure 1 and demonstratevariationsin electrondensityof orders of magnitude
from dayto nightandoverthecompletesolarcycle (Flock, 1983;Hanson,1965).
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Figure 1. Daytime and nighttime electron density distributions at the extremes of

the sunspot cycle (Hanson, 1965).
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The ionosphereelectroncontentvariestemporallywith solarcycle,sunspotcycle,
andthermosphericwinds,increasingwith increasedsolar radiation. TEC is consequently
higherduringequinoxes,aroundsolarmaxhnum,andduring theday,varyingbyfactorsof
two seasonally,asmuchasfive betweensolarmaximumand minimum,andfrom threeto
eightduring theday (Calahan,1984). The electroncontentvariesspatiallydueto intense
electricalcurrents(electrojets),increasedionizationat the geomagneticequatorand, to
someextent, geomagneticdisturbances. Equatorial electrojets,driven by the Earth's
magneticfield, causean upwarddrift of ionizationleaving a densitygap at the equator,
and a region of decreaseddensityexists in the midlatitudes,most often at night, with a
reduction in electrondensity of a factor of up to four (Calahan,1984). Spatial and
temporaleffectsareevident in Figures6, 8 and 10, which samplethe ionosphereover
much of the Earth'slatitudesat comparabletimes during the solar cycle, and will be
discussedlater.

Figure2. Monthly averagetotal electroncontentprofile for 1979at Goldstone,
Califomia,asafunctionof time (Calahan,1984).

The Models

Several methods are available for modeling the ionosphere. These include

climatological and physical models as well as interpolated data sets and global maps of

TEC derived from GPS tracking network data. The latter of these has also been used to

generate world-wide TEC grids by mapping GPS TEC data to a sun-fixed longitude

reference frame. : :_ _ =

IRI-90

The hltemational Reference Ionosphere model, developed by the Committee on

Space Research and the hltemationat Union of Radio Science (URSI), is the most



extensivelyresearchedclimatological model and is highly regarded in the scientific
community. IRI describesmonthlyaveragesof the electrondensityand temperatureand
ion temperatureand compositionin the altitude range from 50 km to 1000 km for
magneticallyquiet conditionsin the non-auroralionosphere(Bilitza, 1990). The modelis
basedon interpolatingdata obtainedfrom past and current ionosondemeasurements,
incoherentscatterobservations,rocket ion massspectrometersand various other data
sets,as well as analytic functionsdevelopedto fill in the gaps. Combiningseveral
techniquesand algorithmsto interpret the data, IRI-90 generatesinterpolationequation
coefficientsfor empiricallydeterminingtheionospherecompositionfrom the atmospheric
measurementsto describemonthlymeanvertical profiles for the main parametersof the
ionosphere(Bilitza, 1990;Bilitza, 1993).

PRISM

TheParameterizedReal-TimeIonosphericSpecificationModel wasdevelopedfor
theUnitedStatesAir Force(IJSAF)Air WeatherServiceby ComputationalPhysics,Inc.,
of Newton,MA. The goalof themodelis to providea nearreal-timespecificationof the
ionosphereover the entire globe. PRISM predicts the compositionof the ionosphere
usingtwo models,anURSImodel,which is asetof interpolationcoefficientsfor empirical
estimationof the ionosphere,and a physicalmodel, which is basedon parameterized
physicalmodelsof the variouslayersof the ionosphere. The parameterizedmodeluses
both groundbasedandsatellitebasedmeasurementsof the ionosphereto adjustphysical
parametersto obtaina moreaccuratedeterminationof the ionosphere.This adjustment
procedurecan correct eight proffie parametersat the data locations. It also usesa
weightingfunction,dependenton distanceof thepoint of interestfrom the ingesteddata
point, to specify a global correction field for the ionosphere. For single frequency
altimeter calibrations, the goal is to ingest third-party ionosphere data, such as
climatologicalor GPSTEC datainto thePRISM model to morecloselypredict theactual
sub-satelliteTEC.

TheParameterizedPhysicalModel

There are four separatephysicalmodelsthat are usedin PRISM to predict the
stateof the ionosphere. They are a low latitude F layer model,a mid latitude F layer
model,a combinedlow andmid latitudeE layermodel, anda high latitudeE andF layer
model. For more detailson thesemodelssee the PRISM 1.2 algorithm description
(Daniell,Whartenby,andBrown, 1993). Thesefour modelshavebeenparameterizedin
terms of geophysicalparametersto achieve reasonablecomputationalspeeds. This
parameterizationprocessinvolvedgeneratinga set of databasesfor variousvaluesof the
geophysicalparameters.It alsorequiredthegenerationof semi-analyticrepresentationsof
thedatabases.Theauthorsof PRISM felt a modelbasedon thetheoreticalphysicsof the
ionospherewould perform better thanclimatologicalmodels"wheningestingionospheric
measurements.
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Figure 3. Original PRISM weight function versus longitude at the equator• This

function essentially de-weights any data more than three degrees away

from the measurement site.

Adjustment Procedure

PRISM employs a real-time adjusmaent procedure which enables it to adjust the

parameterized physical model using a variety of ionosphere data. These data types

include: bottomside soundings (foF2, h,_F 2, foE, hmE) of the Digital Ionosphere Sounding

System (DISS), TEC data from any source, and in situ plasma and auroral electron and

ion fluxes from the DMSP satellites• Before any real-time adjustment, PRISM uses linear

interpolation on Flo.7 and Kp to obtain the best prediction of the ionosphere from the

parameterized databases. Once the most accurate state of the ionosphere is generated

from the databases, the real-time adjustment procedure uses the available data to correct

for eight prof'de parameters at each data site. In between each measurement site, as will

often be the case for the altimeter application, a weighted average based on distance is

used to interpolate the eight adjustment parameters. Figure 3 shows the original weight

function used in the PRISM adjustment procedure. This function ensures that PRISM will

match the data at each measurement site and that TEC will vary smoothly between sites.

The large drop off of this function also ensures that information from a site will not be

used relatively far ( > 500 km) from a site. This function is, however, somewhat

deceiving. For example, if the point of interest is far away from the TEC data source, the

weight function will form a weighted average of all the data sources. Therefore, TEC data

from any site can influence predictions of TEC at distances much greater than 500 km.

For this analysis, GPS TEC data were used to adjust the PRISM model.

Global GPS TEC Data

The current International GPS Service (IGS) tracking network consists of almost

45 globally distributed stations (Figure 4) and provides an unprecedented global data set
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of ionosphericTEC which will undoubtedlycontribute to a betterunderstandingof the
Earth'sionosphere(Melbourneet al., 1991). However, this 45 stationnetwork,aswith
mosttrackingnetworks,doeshavea shortageof stationsin thesouthernhemisphere,near
theequatorandalsoover theocean. Fortunately,theIGS plansto addadditionalstations
to thenetworkby 1995to fillin someof thesegaps. The configurationusedin thisstudy
wasthe35stationnetworkthatwasavailablefor Marchof 1993 (Figure5).

DerivingGPSTEC datathat is suitablefor input into thePRISM modelis a rather
complicatedprocess.Measurementsfrom theGlobalPositioningSystemconsistof two L
bandsignals(LI at 1575.42MHz and L2 at 1227.6MHz) that in theorycanbe linearly
combinedin a straightforward mannerto computea measureof the TEC betweenthe
GPSsatelliteandtheGPSreceiver. In practice,however,thiscomputationis complicated
by the presenceof hardwarebiasesbetweenthe L1 and L2 channelsin both the GPS
satelliteandthereceiver. Thus,to deriveanabsolutemeasureof line-of-sight TEC, these

biases must be solved for (or calibrated if possible) and removed from the data. Once an

absolute measurement of line-of-sight TEC is formed, it must be mapped to an equivalent

vertical TEC which can be ingested by PRISM.
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The first step in the procedure (to generate absolute vertical TEC data) is to form

the biased line-of-sight TEC data from the raw dual frequency measurements. A dual

frequency GPS receiver outputs pseudorange (less precise) and carrier phase (very

precise) on both the L1 and L2 frequency at each observation time step. A biased

measure of TEC can be computed from the pseudorange data based on the pseudorange

measurements at the two frequencies. Because pseudorange is an absolute (but noisy)

range measurement, the pseudorange derived TEC is a noisy measure of TEC with only

the satellite and receiver L1/L2 hardware biases included. The carrier phase gives only a

very precise measure of change in TEC over an arc, because it is biased by an unknown

number of LI and L2 cycles. By performing a least squares fit (or levering) of the carrier

phase TEC data to the pseudorange TEC data over a pass, a precise fine-of-sight TEC

measurement biased only by the receiver and satellite hardware biases (and not the cartier

cycle ambiguities) can be generated. This is given by TECmeasured = TEC_,, e + bs,, + brcvr,

where bs, . and b,c,,r are the satellite and receiver biases, respectively.
i i
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Figure 5. IGS tracking network 33 station configuration available in March 1993

and used for this study. Courtesy of Ruth Neilan, JPL, 1993.
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The next step of this procedure is to remove the L1/L2 receiver and satellite

hardware biases, b,,, and brc,,,.. Some of the IGS network GPS Rogue receivers have the

capability to perform a calibration measurement of their receiver bias. However, many of

the receivers do not have this capability, and the GPS satellites can not perform this type

of calibration. Fortunately, the same technique currently being studied at JPL to estimate



the globalgrid of TEC alsoprovidesa meansof estimatingboth thesatelliteandreceiver
L1/L2 biases(Mannucci,et al., 1993). The biasesare_estimatedasconstantsalongwith
thegrid TECvalues. Theseestimatedhardwarebiasesor receivercalibratedbiasescanbe
subtractedfrom the TEC measurementsto obtainabsolutemeasurementsof line-of-sight
TEC from thereceiverto theGPSsatellite.

Oncethe absoluteline-of-sightTEC datahavebeenformed, theyare mappedto
the vertical usingan infinitely thin ionosphereshell assumption(Lanyi and Roth, 1988).
Theline-of-sightTEC is mappedto thevertical at the intersectionof themeasurementand
the thin ionosphereshell. Thus, for a given receiverand a given time, therewill be a
numberof verticalTEC measurementsthathavebeenmappedto varyingsub-ionospheric
latitudeandlongitudeintersectionpoints.This is oneform of theTEC datathat was input
into PRISMin thisanalysis.

The uncertaintiesin the derivedvertical GPS TEC data are composedof both
randomandsystematiceffects.Theseerrorscanbeattributedto measurementnoisein the
originalcarrierphasedata,uncertaintiesin the leastsquaresfits betweenthe pseudorange
and carrier phasedata, and uncertaintiesin the Llk and L2 receiverand satellitebiases
determinedby hardwarecalibrationsor estimatedby the JPL technique. An estimateof
theuncertaintyin theline-of-sightabsoluteGPSTEC measurementsdependson whichset
of receiverbiasesare used. If a receiverhardwarecalibration is used(If GPSreceiver
hardwarecalibrationswereavailable,theywereusedinsteadof thebiasestimates.),aGPS
TEC measurementuncertaintycan be obtainedby performing a root sum square(rss)
operationon the pseudorangeand carrier phaseleast squaresfit uncertainty(0.5 to 1.0
TECU), the GPSsatellitebiasestimateformal uncertainty(0.8 to 0.9 TECU), and the
expecteduncertaintyof the hardwarecalibration (0.3 TECU) to yield a combinedrss
uncertaintyin therangeof 1.0to 1.7TECU. ff anestimateof thereceiverbiasisused,a
total GPSTEC measurementuncertaintycan againbe obtainedby performing the rss
operationon the pseudorangeand carrier phaseleast squaresfit uncertainty,the GPS
satellitebiasestimateformaluncertainty,andtheuncertaintyof thereceiverbiasestimate
(0.8to 2.5TECU) to give acombinedrssexpecteduncertaintyrangingfrom 1.2TECUto
2.8 TECU. The maximumexpectedverticalGPSTEC datauncertaintiescanbeobtained
by dividing the line-of-sight uncertainties by a mapping function, essentially a
simplification,value of 2.2 at 20 degreeselevation (Lanyi and Roth, 1988) to give
maximumuncertaintiesof 0.76TECU rms whenusingreceiverhardwarecalibrationsand
1.14TECU rms whenusingestimatesof the receiverbiases. (Theseuncertaintiesdo not
includeerrorsdue to theverticalmappingprocess.) Theseworst casemaximumvertical
GPS TEC data uncertaintiesare still well below the desired ionosphericcorrection
requirementof 10TECUrms.

Grid Maps

Using tracking data from the GPS network, a group at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory (JPL) has developed a means of processing data from ground based GPS

receivers to generate a 642 point global hourly grid of vertical TEC and uncertainty in a

sun-fixed longitude reference frmne (Wilson, et al., 1992; Mannucci, et al., 1992;

10



Mannucci,et al., 1993). This is accomplishedby taking mappedvertical GPSTEC data
over a 24 hour period and rotating it in longitude (by the amount that the Earth has
rotated throughin that time) to thesun-fixedframe. Zero hour sun-fixedlongitudehas
beendefinedas 12hoursGMT for Greenwichlongitude. This data is thenprocessedto
give estimatesof the TEC associatedwith each grid point. Additionally, the process
estimatesthe GPS satelliteand GPSreceiverbiasesas constantswhich is neededfor
calculatingabsoluteTEC from theGPSdata.

The grid consistsof a network of stochastic(randomwalk) pointsin time thatare
updated(alongwith their covariances)hourlyasnewGPSTEC dataareacquired. If GPS
TEC dataarenotpresentovera grid point, theestimateof the grid point isnot updatedat
that time, and its uncertaintyincreasesaccordingto the noiseassignedto the stochastic
parameter. Thus,the techniqueprovidesbotha grid estimateaswell asa corresponding
covariance(reflectingthe estimateuncertainty)of TEC in a sun-fixedframe. The TEC
andcovariancesat eachgrid point areinterpolatedto a one-by-onedegreeresolutionmap
to give estimatesgloballyat everylongitudeandlatitudepoint. The accuracyof theTEC
grid mapsdependgreatlyon the distributionof the GPSground receivers,and until the
completenetwork is installedthecoverageremainssparseover someregions,particularly
high latitudes,near the equator,and over the oceans. However, becausethe model is
developedin a sun-fixedframeas a function of time (i.e., grid mapseveryhour), near
global coveragecan be attained. The accuracyis not as much limited by the spatial
decorrelationof the ionosphereas it is by the temporalcorrelationsof the ionosphere
(overafew hours)andthecoverageby theGPSreceivers.

TOPEX Dual Frequency TEC Data

The TOPEX/Poseidon altimeter may be the most precise TEC measurement

system available. The TOPEX/Poseidon project at the JPL distributes geophysical data

records that contain all relevant altimetric data, including the dual frequency ionospheric

TEC measurements in the form of range correction. Deriving sub-satellite TEC data from

the TOPEX/Poseidon dual frequency altimeter is less complicated than deriving GPS TEC

data, but is still not straight forward. Measurements from the TOPEX/Poseidon altimeter

consist of round trip light times of both the Ku and C band signals (13.6 and 5.3 GHz) off

the ocean surface. In theory, these measurements can be used directly to compute the

TEC between the altimeter and the ocean surface. However, similar to the GPS TEC

procedure, this computation is complicated by the presence of a hardware bias between

the Ku and C band channels. Thus, to derive an absolute measure of line-of-sight TEC,

these biases must be removed from the data. Fortunately, the Ku and C band relative

offset was estimated (at about 1.7 cm, or an 8 TECU effect) by the TOPEX/Poseidon

project at the JPL using histograms of the ionosphere TEC data (Calahan, personal

communication, 1993). Besides accounting for the channel biases, other corrections that

are applied to the TOPEX/Poseidon TEC data include estimates of the pointing angle

errors and varying Ku and C band sea state (i.e., electromagnetic bias) effects.
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The uncertaintiesin the derived TOPEX/PoseidonTEC data comprise both
randomandsystematiceffects. The randommeasurementnoisein the TOPEX/Poseidon
TEC dataisdueto thenoiseof theKu andC bandrangemeasurements.Theerror dueto
noiseon the Ku and C bandrangemeasurementsis approximately2.3 TECU rms. The
systematicerrors are moredifficult to quantify, although it is believedthat the 10 cm

relative Ku and C band offset is accurate to approximately 2 cm (Calahan, personal

communication, 1993). This 2 cm uncertainty corresponds to an error of about 1.8 TECU

(0.4 cm at Ku band). Not considering the error caused by the differing band

electromagnetic biases (which vary with sea state and are difficult to bound), an optimistic

estimate of the uncertainty of the TOPEX/Poseidon TEC data can be computed by taking

the root sum square of the random measurement noise and the uncertainty of the relative

Ku and C band offset giving a value of 2.9 TECU which is much smaller than both the

worst case GPS TEC data uncertainty (5.5 TECU) and the ionospheric correction

requirement (10 TECU).

Results

A set of globally distributed TEC measurements were generated using GPS data

(acquired from JPL) for March 12, 1993 for input into PRISM. Post-processed estimates

of solar and geophysical data were obtained from the National Geophysical Data Center in

Boulder, Colorado, to allow the PRISM unadjusted base model to be as accurate as

possible. March 12, 1993 was a moderately active day with an Fi0.7 and sun spot number

of 158.7 and 77.0, respectively. The PRISM parameterized model was used to generate

adjusted and unadjusted TEC values for a number of TOPEX/Poseidon sub-satellite tracks

in cycle 18 for this day.

The following results compare the PRISM adjusted (with only the raw GPS TEC

data) and unadjusted values with the TOPEX/Poseidon TEC data for a one minute time

step. The TOPEX/Poseidon TEC one second data was smoothed over 20 seconds

centered around each one minute time interval. A smoothing interval of 20 seconds was

found to be optimal by the TOPEX/Poseidon project office at JPL (Calahan, 1994). The

data is presented by showing the adjusted and unadjusted PRISM TEC values and the

smoothed TOPEX/Poseidon TEC values versus time along the TOPEX/Poseidon ground

track. The rms differences between the adjusted and unadjusted PRISM TEC curves and

the TOPEX/Poseidon curve are also shown. Figure 6 is a groundtrack plot of

TOPEX/Poseidon pass 43 showing the relative geometry between the passes and the

closest GPS TEC sites at a local time of approximately 1 am. Figure 7 is a plot of the

TOPEX/Poseidon and PRISM TEC values for pass 43 and shows very little improvement

when ingesting raw GPS TEC data, as verified by the identical 5.3 TECU rms differences

for the adjusted and unadjusted PRISM values. Even though the rms error does not

reflect it, the PRISM values are adjusted significantly by the GPS TEC data. There is a

noticeable jump in the adjusted PRISM TEC between the 6th and 7th data points (each

point is one minute of time in the pass) due to the fact that PRISM changes from the high-

latitude ionosphere adjustment procedure to the mid-latitude procedure, which uses the

12



GPSTEC datadifferently. Additionally,the station in Tahiti improves the PRISM TEC

values near its point of closest approach (PCA), but is too far away to help the TEC

adjusonents where the TOPEX/Poseidon TEC is near 35 TECU (at 32500 seconds).

There also is a near overflight of a California site, but the TEC at this time (during a night

time ionosphere) is too small to notice a significant adjus_'nent.

The next four figures show TOPEX/Poseidon passes 52 and 54, which traverse the

day time ionosphere near local noon. Figures 8 and 9 show the groundtrack and PRISM

results for pass 52. A significant rms improvement for pass 52 is shown in Figure 9. The

decrease from 12.7 TECU to 8.5 TECU when using the GPS TEC data is caused by close

TOPEX/Poseidon overflights with the GPS sites. The GPS site in Richmond, Florida, aids

the PRISM adjustment in the beginning of the pass, and the site in Santiago, Chile,

improves the adjustment in the middle. Figures 10 and 11 show the groundtrack and

results for pass 54. This pass traverses the maximum of the daytime ionosphere where the

TOPEX/Poseidon altimeter measured TEC as high as 120 TECU. There is a slight

improvement in the PRISM TEC values when using GPS TEC data, but the rms difference

(15.5 TECU) is still well above a I0 TECU requirement, with data excursions of as much

as 40 TECU (8 cm at Ku band). Again, this is because there are no stations in the vicinity

of the pass when it enters the maximum ionosphere.

These results demonstrate that the PRISM adjustment procedure does well at

matching the TOPEX/Pose!don TEC value s whenthe TOpEX/Poseidon overflight point is

near a GPS TEC measurement. This is because the PRISM weight function used in the

adjustment procedure only incorporates most Of the information from a TEC measurement

300 to 400 km away from that measurement. Because of this, the authors modified the

weight function to incorporate the TEC measurement information at distances up to 1000

km away from the measurement, understanding that this may have enabled some

decorrelated information to be used. PRISM was run again over the same three passes

using the modified weight function and generated rms differences of 7.1 TECU, 6.9

TECU and 14.4 TECU, respectively, compared with the original weight function rms

differences of 5.3, 8.5 and 15.5 TECU. Passes :52 and 54 =showed only modest

improvement while pass 43 results actually degraded. These results are inconclusive, but

they do show that using a weight function with a larger decorrelation distance does not

give appreciably better results and could make the adjustments worse in areas with high

TEC gradients.

At this point, the weighting function used by PRISM was modified again for

ingesting JPL grid map TEC data according to the expected accuracy of the TEC

prediction. This would allow weighting the JPL grid data with the uncertainties associated

with each grid point. The affect of the weighting would be to adjust with the grid data if

the uncertainty is small and to make less of an adjustment for the grid data if the

uncertainty is large. The weighting function was optimized by minimizing the rms

differences between the PRISM TEC predictions and TOPEX/Poseidon TEC

measurements over the entire day. : ..... :_ =
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TEC, cycle 18, pass 60 (midpoint local time is approx, noon).

Both the unadjusted parameterized and empirical URSI PRISM models were used

to generate TEC values for comparison with TOPEX/Poseidon dual-frequency TEC
measurements for all of the TOPEX/Poseidon sub-satellite tracks in cycle 18 on March 13,

1993 (the reason for the change in day of interest was because the only JPL TEC grid map
data available was centered on March 13). The models were then adjusted separately with

the raw GPS TEC data using the original PRISM weighting function and with the JPL

TEC grid data using the optimized weighting function over the same satellite tracks.
Finally, for comparison, TEC predictions were obtained by a fully climatological

prediction using IRI-90 and by using the JPL sun-f'txed grid maps as a stand-alone means

for generating interpolate_d _TEC predictions over the periodofinterest.
Each of these model variations was run over the entire day. However, the only

figures presented here are for pass 60 (Figures 12-14), a relativ-ei_;-active data set in which

straight forward comparisons could be made, and rms errors for this pass are shown in

Table 1. Tables 2-3 show the performance of each of the predictions for the entire day.
The following results compare the PRISM adjusted (with raw GPS TEC data as well as

JPL grid data) and unadjusted values for the URSI and parameterized models, smoothed
at one minute intervals, with the TOPEX/Poseidon TEC data, IRI-90 climatological data,

and the interpolated data from the unmodified JPL grid map itself. The data is presented

by showing the adjusted and unadjusted PRISM TEC values and the smoothed
TOPEX/F'oseidon TEC values versus time along the TOPEX/Poseidon ground track.
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Model

PRISM, ursi, JPL GPS grid

PRISM, ursi unadjusted

PRISM, ursi, vertical GPS (raw)

PRISM: par, JPL GPS grid

PRISM: p,'u-unadjusted

PRISM, p,'u', vertical GPS (raw)

JPL GPS grid (2-sigm..a)

IRI-90

mean (TECU)

-8.15

-10.22

nns (TECU)

- 11.56

12.09

13.33

-5.22 11.56

-8.08 12.31

14.15

4.74

-10.98 14.23

-5.01 13.89

11.55

Table 1: Comparisons with TOPEX TEC, 13 March 1993, cycle

18, pass 60 (midpoint local tirne is approx, noon).
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Figure 13:Smoothed TEC comparisons of parameterized PRISM models against

TOPEX TEC, cycle 18, pass 60 (midpoint local time is approx, noon).

Figure 12 shows the predictions of the PRISM URSI model unadjusted, adjusted

with the JPL grid using the optimized weighting function, and adjusted with the raw

vertical GPS TEC data and original weighting function. The TOPEX/Poseidon data and

the JPL grid map data, with uncertainty bars, are also shown. PRISM URSI adjusted with
the raw GPS data visibly performed the best, having the same general structure and

comparable TEC estimates as the TOPEX/Poseidon track. The model adjusted with JPL

grid data started out well, but developed significant errors when the uncertainties in the

JPL grid became unreasonably large causing the model between 52 to 60 minutes to revert
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back to the base model. Table 1 presents the rms and mean differences between the

predictions by each model and the TOPEX/Poseidon data.

Figure 13 gives the predictions of the PRISM parameterized model for the same

three cases of adjustment. For this PRISM base, the model adjusted with the JPL grid

data conformed best to the general structure and estimation of the TOPEX/Poseidon

track. For further comparison, Figure 14 shows both of the PRISM base model

predictions against the TOPEX/Poseidon track and the IRI-90 TEC estimates for the data

set. The rms errors and mean deviations of the parameterized model predictions also are

given in Table 1. From these errors, it is obvious that during a daytime ionosphere none

of the methods predict TEC very accurately. The figures indicate that almost all of the

models underpredict the TOPEX./Poseidon TEC and some have difficulty in modeling

even the general structure of the ionosphere.
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Figure 14: Smoothed TEC of unadjusted parameterized and URSI PRISM models

compared against IRI-90 and TOPEX TEC for cycle 18, pass 60

(midpoint local time is approx, noon).

Over the complete length of the day, passes 60-84, the rms values were computed

for each of the base and adjusted models for ascending and descending passes and are

given in Tables 2 and 3 along with total daily values. From this information it is clear that

the PRISM URSI model adjusted with-the raw vertical mapped GPS TEC data was the

most accurate in terms of mean and rms TECU differenced with the TOPEX/Poseidon

data, and is the only model that meets a 10 TECU accuracy requirement during a daytime
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ionosphere. These TEC predictions by the PRISM URSI model adjusted with raw vertical

mapped GPS TEC data were differenced from the TOPEX/Poseidon TEC measurements

at each latitude (and corresponding time) over every available pass in the day, and the

differences are plotted separately for a daytime ionosphere (descending passes, Figure 15)

and a nighttime ionosphere (ascending passes, Figures 16). It is seen that 20 TECU

differences are common. These will translate into 3-4 cm errors in sea surface height if the

PRISM URSI model is used to correct altimeter data. Although the TEC predictions from

the JPL grid by itself are given, the fact that the GPS coverage exhibits huge uncertainties

over large areas lends little reliability to the grid alone as a global TEC predictor.

Method

PRISM, ursi unadjusted

PRISM, par, unadjusted
PRISMr ursi t GPS raw

PRISM, par, GPS raw

PRISM, ursi. JPL GPS grid

PRISM: par. IPL GPS grid
IRI-90

mean (TECU),
ascending
-7.22

rms flECk,
ascending

-3.64

12.47

mean (TECU),

descending

8.33

-10.44

rms fTECLD.
descending
14.11

-2.19 8.79 -9.00 14.71

-2.22 8.60 -3.96 9.74
-8.23 14.00

5.86

-5.93 10.87 -8.73 12.69
-3.63 8.47 -7.57 12.83

11.19 5.23 13.16

Table 2: Comparisons with TOPEX TEC, 13 March 1993, cycle 18, complete day,

passes 60-84; ascending passes (odd numbered, nighttime) and

descending passes (even numbered, daytime) separated.

Method

PRISM, ursi unadjusted

PRISM, par, unadjusted

PRISM t ursi t GPS raw

PRISM, par, GPS raw
PRISM, ursi: JPL GPS grid

PRISM, par. JPL GPS grid
IRI-90

-5.6

-3.1

-5.9

rms (TECU)
13.3

5.5

12.1

9.2

11.5

-7.3 11.8

-5.6 10.9
12.2

Table 3: Comparisons with TOPEX TEC, 13 March 1993,

cycle 18, complete day, passes 60-84

One thing to note regarding the PRISM predictions is that the average TECU

difference for almost every method is negative, indicating that the models are consistently

underpredicting the TOPEX/Poseidon TEC measurements. One possible contributing

factor is a bias of as much as +! cm (5 TECU), found recently by the TOPEX/Poseidon

Project Office in the TOPEX/Poseidon measurement data (Imel, 1994; Calahan, personal

communication, 1994). Accounting for this bias would certainly decrease the mean

deviation of the model predictions and, to an extent, bring down the rms errors as well.
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Discussion and Conclusions

The adjusted PRISM values generally compared to the TOPEX/Poseidon

measurements within a 10 TECU accuracy requirement when the sub-satellite track passed

within 300 to 400 km of the GPS TEC data or when the track passes through a night time

ionosphere. However, when the sub-satellite points were greater than 300 to 400 km

away from the GPS mapped vertical TEC data or when a local noon ionosphere was

sampled, the adjusted PRISM values generally differed by greater than I0 TECU with data

excursions from the TOPEX/Poseidon TEC measurements of as much as 40 TECU (an 8

cm error at Ku band). A modified weight function (using information at distances up to

I000 km away from the GPS TEC data) was studied and showed no appreciable

improvement in the PRISM adjustment procedure. Therefore, it may be concluded from

this analysis that ingesting TEC data from the current set of GPS stations directly into

PRISM will not predict sub-satellite TEC at the 10 TECU rms level everywhere in a

daytime ionosphere. Because the PRISM adjustment procedure generally incorporates

information from measurements that are within 300 to 400 km (derived from the inherent

spatial decorrelation distance of the ionosphere)of the TOPEX/Poseidon overflight point,

a prohibitively large number of ionospheric measurement sites would be needed as input to

PRISM to consistently meet a i0 TECU accuracy requlrement. _ .... i(_i. _

The performance of PRISM using JPL grid data is promising, considering this

technique has only recently been developed and should show marked improyeme_nt when

the IGS network is completed. It is the Opinion of the authors that usrag the sun-f'Lxed
TEC grid data, in particular, ingesting it into PRISM, offers a good possibility of meeting

a I0 TECU rms ionosphere correction accuracy requirement, such as that of

TOPEXiPoseidon, and should be the subject of further study. However, it is clear that the

TPFO requirement of 3-4 TECU rms accuracy cannot be met by any realizable

combination of the existing models and data assimilation schemes.

Future Work

In order to meet the ionosphere calibration requirement with the methods

presented in this work, a more thorough understanding of the input data is necessary. At

that point, steps to improving the grid estimates for ingestion into PRISM should be made.

The most obvious means for improving this method would be to take the original 642

point grid estimated at JPL and use a localized weighted interpolation to generate the sub-

satellite prediction of TEC along a groundtrack, which would then be ingested into the

PRISM model.

Another area of study that requires further understanding is the consistent under

prediction of TEC by the PRISM base model as compared to the TOPEX/Poseidon TEC

and GPS TEC measurements. The bias discovered in the TOPEX/Poseidon measurement

data would account for part of the problem, and needs to be confirmed and corrected for,

but will not bring all the models within the accuracy requirement. Thus, the problem still

needs to be addressed more thoroughly. Among other things, a more detailed comparison
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with IRI-90 may provide some insight into the consistently low TEC prediction by

PRISM. Also, as the GPS network grows, the accuracy of ingesting GPS TEC derived

data will undoubtedly improve. This work should be integrated with the work being

carried out by SAIC on ingesting ionosonde data into the PRISM model. This is an

additional data source that could contribute to the global solution.
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